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FINDINGS 
 
1. Uncertainty exists regarding accuracy of billings due to inability to verify monthly 

electric consumption. 
 

Recalculation of campus electric bills revealed no mathematical differences. However, we 
found that Facilities Management presently has no means to verify the monthly amount of 
electric service consumed by the campus. The electric meters measuring consumption 
are in a locked vault room in Building K, along with FPL-owned hardware. Because of 
FPL’s liability concerns, the County’s contract for electric service confers access to this 
locked vault exclusively to FPL, and only its personnel have a key. Without the ability to 
compare the meter reading to the amount shown on the FPL bills, Facilities staff cannot 
confirm actual electric usage to billed usage. Consequently, management has no way of 
knowing if monthly electric bills may contain errors or irregularities. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 

Facilities Management should investigate methods to verify the amount of electricity used 
periodically to assure that the amount billed for electric service is correct. 
 

Facilities Management’s Response (Exhibit A) 
 
In speaking with Florida Power and Light Representative (FP&L) Frank Balogh, they 
normally do not allow access into FP&L electric vaults due to liability and safety issues. 
However, meter accessibility can be improved by relocating our electrical meter. We have 
instructed FP&L to facilitate this request at minimal cost. 
 
 

2. Testing campus electric bills revealed no billing errors or exceptions. 
 

Our recalculations of campus electric bills revealed no mathematical errors. Comparisons 
of campus monthly usage and daily demand figures to the Public Service Commission 
approved tariff schedules indicated that FPL is charging the County the optimal rate for 
campus electricity. Interviews with Facilities Management and FPL personnel, and our 
review of their correspondence revealed that both parties are monitoring electric use for 
conditions that may justify rate changes favorable to the County. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 

Management should continue to monitor campus electric consumption for any trends that 
may lead to potential cost savings to the County. 
 

Facilities Management’s Response (Exhibit A) 
 
We concur with the Audit team’s recommendation to continue to solicit and monitor rate 
schedule changes that may provide additional savings to Collier County. 
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3. Comparisons with other rate schedules disclosed that lower commercial rates are 
available, but at a price. 

 
We commend Facilities Management personnel for their proactive efforts in seeking 
electric cost savings and rate reductions. These measures include gathering other large 
electric consumers in the area to explore reducing costs through bulk purchasing of 
electricity as a single consumer. There are, however, several commercial rate structures 
available through the electric provider that could save the County money. However, they 
involve curtailing electric use in exchange for reduced rates. At present, backup generator 
capacity on campus is not sufficient to utilize these rates, and Facilities Management 
believes that the cost of increased standby generation capacity would exceed the benefit 
of marginally lower electric rates. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 

Facilities Management should study whether the costs of adding and maintaining 
additional generators on campus would provide justifiable savings to the County. 
 

Facilities Management’s Response (Exhibit A) 
 
We will continue to pursue cost saving measures including a feasibility study of adding 
and maintaining additional generators to participate in curtailable rates offered through 
FP&L. As we have experienced in the past, curtailable rates are sometimes too inflexible 
creating situations where power may be dropped at inopportune times leading to 
computer network issues and other building system failures. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

We found a County energy policy in the form of Resolution No 80-68, adopted by the 
Board of County Commissioners on March 25, 1980. A couple of themes stand out in 
Resolution 80-68, namely, energy shortage is tied to “energy conservation” and “wise use 
of taxpayer’s monies,” and the Board recognized “the need for County Government to 
take an active part in energy conservation.” This comprehensive policy included 
Administrative, Operational, Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning, Electrical, 
Maintenance, Motor Vehicle, and Commodity Purchasing guidance. The Board should 
consider revisiting this twenty-four year old policy to address technological advancements 
and economic changes. 
 
Internal Audit thanks Facilities Management personnel for their cooperation in this 
examination. 
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Exhibit A: Facilities Management’s Response 
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